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It Takes Two to Taco at MacEwan University
MacEwan Food Services takes on tacos with new food concept

Edmonton – MacEwan University’s Food Services is launching a new and exciting concept on campus and its owners say everyone’s going to want to “taco ‘bout it.”

It Takes Two to Taco opens Nov. 14 in the Robbins Health Learning Centre. At its helm are two familiar faces: Filistix owners – and local food truck pioneers – Ariel del Rosario and Roel Canafranca.

Filistix has been thriving in its home on campus since 2012 and the pair has been dreaming about a new concept for a while now. According to del Rosario, a taqueria is the perfect addition to the MacEwan community.

“The MacEwan food landscape is looking pretty good right now with the variety of food offerings and diverse cuisines that are available,” says del Rosario, a MacEwan University alumnus. “We strongly believe that tacos will just add to the quality choice of food on campus and make the landscape that much better.”

It Takes Two to Taco patrons can expect the familiar staples: chicken, beef, pork, or vegetarian tacos, burritos, chili and chips with salsa or guacamole. “Tacos are the perfect fast food. Easy to eat, super great flavour, fresh and healthy,” notes del Rosario. “I think students and staff will be super excited for It Takes Two because, and I don't think I'm generalizing here, everyone loves tacos!”

Those familiar with Filistix know its owners are committed to sourcing local and sustainable products, and using the freshest ingredients available, whenever possible.

“Nothing changes with It Takes Two to Taco,” del Rosario says. “The philosophy stays the same and we hope it shows through in the quality of food we serve.”

For more information on It Takes Two to Taco or to check out what MacEwan University’s Food Services has to offer, visit macewaneats.ca.

Founded in 1971, MacEwan University inspires its students with a powerful combination of academic excellence and personal learning experiences. Offering more than 65 programs including undergraduate degrees, applied degrees, diplomas, certificates, continuing education and corporate training, the university provides a transformative education in a creative, collaborative and supportive learning environment where creativity and innovation thrive. Located in Edmonton, Alberta Canada, MacEwan University offers a unique student experience that opens up diverse pathways for achievement and growth.
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